WHITNEY BIENNIAL 2017 CV

63 ARTISTS AND COLLECTIVES
59 BACHELOR’S DEGREES
40 MASTER’S DEGREES
4 DOCTORATE DEGREES

PRICE OF ENTRY TO THE BIENNIAL:
103 DEGREES AT A COLLECTIVE COST OF $5.78 MILLION.*

$90,000+ (2-year program tuition only)
Bard College BFA
Bard College MFA
California College of the Arts BFA
California College of the Arts MFA
California Institute of the Arts BA
California Institute of the Arts MFA
California Institute of the Arts MFA
California Institute of the Arts MFA
California Institute of the Arts MA
Central College BA
Central College BFA
Central College BFA
Central College BFA
Central College MFA
Central College MFA
Central College MFA
Central College MA
Columbia University BA
Columbia University BA
Columbia University MFA
Columbia University MFA
Columbia University MFA
Columbia University MFA
Columbia University MFA
Columbia University MA
Davidson College BA
Earlham College BA
New York University BA
New York University MFA
Pratt Institute BA
Pratt Institute BFA
Rhode Island School of Design BFA
Rhode Island School of Design BFA
Rhode Island School of Design BFA
Rhode Island School of Design BFA
Rhode Island School of Design BFA
Rhode Island School of Design BFA
Rhode Island School of Design MFA
The New School MA
Tulane University BA
School of the Art Institute of Chicago BFA
School of the Art Institute of Chicago MFA
School of the Art Institute of Chicago MFA

$70,000+ (2-year program tuition only)
Art Center College of Design MFA
Cleveland Institute of Art BFA
Cooper Union BFA
Cooper Union BFA
Cooper Union BFA
Copper Union BFA
Emerson College BA
Minneapolis College of Art and Design BFA
New York Institute of Technology MA
San Francisco Art Institute MA
University of Hartford MFA

$40,000+ (2-year program tuition only)
Columbia College Chicago BA
Parsons School of Design BFA
Oregon State University BA
Texas Tech University PhD
University of Akron BFA

$30,000+ (2-year program tuition only)
Pennsylvania State University BFA
The University of Illinois at Chicago BFA
The University of Illinois at Chicago MFA
The University of Illinois at Chicago MFA
The University of Illinois at Chicago MFA

The University of Illinois at Chicago MFA

$20,000 + (2-year program tuition only)
Arizona State University BFA
Arizona State University MFA
Arizona State University MA
Arizona State University PhD
Ohio University MFA
Rutgers University MFA
Trinity Western University BA
University of California MFA
University of California-Irvine BFA
University of California-Los Angeles BFA
University of California-Los Angeles BFA
University of California-Los Angeles MFA
University of Oklahoma BA
University of Washington BA
University of Washington MFA
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee BA
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee MFA
Wayne State University PhD

$15,000+ (2-year program tuition only)
California State University BA
Florida State University BA
Montclair State University BA
Portland State University BA
San Francisco State University BA
San Francisco State University MA
SUNY Buffalo State BFA
SUNY at Purchase College BFA
SUNY at Purchase College BFA
SUNY at Purchase College MFA

Other
Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna
Chelsea College of Arts – University of the Arts
London
Escuela de Artes Plásticas y Diseño de Puerto Rico BA
Goldsmiths, University of London MA
Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture
Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture
Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture
Tokyo University of the Arts PhD
Universität der Künste MFA
Whitney Independent Study Program
Whitney Independent Study Program
Whitney Independent Study Program
Whitney Independent Study Program

DO YOU BELIEVE IT MAKES SENSE TO GO INTO DEBT TO STUDY ART?

58% SAY NO**

* 63 artists and collectives consists of 79 individuals. Of these 79, 12 do not have public CV information. The remaining 67 have available information accumulated here from personal sites, gallery CVs and interviews. Institutions are grouped at their current (2017) or most recent (2016) tuition fees. Tuition costs are taken from institution registrar pages and do not account for financial aid, scholarships or cost of living. In-state costs were given preference where applicable.

** The Debtfair installation includes a public questionnaire for museum viewers. To date, nearly 9,000 responses have been counted and 58% of museum viewers do not believe it makes sense to go into debt to study art. -Occupy Museums, May 2017